Press Release
Sudan: More than 150 dead and use of heavy

weapons against civilians

Picture of one of the dead in Banjadeid hospital- Hajyousif
Tariq Sediek , 20 years old protester, was killed today by a bullet on his chest, he passed away instantly
at 10:00AM, 26 Septemebr in Ombada. Abdulagadir Rabeia, 29 years and Badr Eldein Ahmed 21 years,
died today in Ban Jadeid hospital in Alhaj Yousif both killed by live ammunition during protests in
Hajyousif. The protesters death toll is distributed throughout Khartoum’s neighborhoods, in Hajyousif
there is at least 50 dead, and another 50 in Omdurman, while Bahry hospital received 7 bodies, more
than 40 were killed in Mayo and the areas south of Khartoum state.
Death toll and lack of medical care:
The death toll of Sudanese protesters dramatically increased after the night protests and the resume of
the internet services at 2:00PM. The Sudanese Doctors Union, an independent union, announced to the
media that there is confirmed 110 deaths in the Khartoum hospitals alone from Wednesday, 25
September, 2013 protests. The increase in the death toll also came in result of the lack of enough
medical care for injured peoples, putting in mind that Sudan has no ambulance and emergency health
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care system that can transfer the injured victims with the international medical protocols that protect
the patients’ lives. Moreover, there is serious fear among protesters from going to hospitals, in fear
from being arrested. According to witnesses the numbers of injured peoples is beyond the hospitals
capacities, and there is many injured peoples couldn’t have any medical care for hours or even left
public hospitals to seek private medical care, which is not available for most of the poor protesters.
Abo Tira forces circling Khartoum Neighborhoods:
In Ombada in Omdurman, Alkalakla in Khartoum and Haj yousif witnesses said that large numbers of abo
Tira forces( the National reserve Forces) which known for its crimes against civilians in Darfur and Nuba
mountains, has been circling this areas with heavy weapons on their top of their armed cars. In
Omdurman reports of use of Doshka machine guns against protesters in wad Nubawi in Omdurman in
the night protests on 26 of September 2013.
House to house search and arrests in Khartoum and Omdurman
Activists and witnesses from ALkalakla in Khartoum and Wad Nubawi in Omdurman and other areas,
confirmed that the security and police is performing a house to house arrest operation in many
Khartoum state areas. The arrests are targeting the protesters and activists, youth and even 16 and 17
years old were detained. According to witnesses hundreds were arrested and the operation still going
on until late hour at the night of 26 of September 2013.While news of use of torture against ,hundreds
of detainees in the security detention, at least 500 were arrested from Alkalakla in the tow days, and the
arrests continues.
Back ground:
Since September 23,2013, Sudanese peoples took the streets protesting the lifting of the oil subsidiary.
But the protests from the first minute had demanded the topple of the regime, and the main slogan was
( Peoples want to topple the regime). The first protest were in Madani on September, 23, where at least
12 were killed and dozens arrested and the security was using live ammunition from the begning of the
protest. Khartoum, Sennar, Kasala, Kosty, Almanagil, And many other Sudanese joined the protests on
September 24th,2013, when hundreds of high school students led the protests in early morning in
Althwara in Omdurman. The protest continued at night to reach all over Khartoum neighborhoods,
where also live bullets were used to crackdown the protests.
On September 25th, the protests were growing in numbers and more Khartoum neighborhoods joined,
especially the slums and IDPs areas such as Mayo, in south of Khartoum, and Hajyousif Altkamul and
Umbada Dar Alslam, where the security and police used maximum power against the protesters, who
had broken the fear barriers and burned the National Congress Party offices and police stations in many
locations in Khartoum. In result the security and the plain clothes elements, who thought to be armed
members of the ruling party, had been targeting protesters as most of the injuries are in heads,
shoulders and hands, it was also from short distance according to witnesses and relatives of victims.
Bellow is updated names and types of injuries or places of deaths of some protesters of today and the
past two days:
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Picture of Musaab Mustafa body

Name

Gender/Age
/Area

Place and time

Status

1-Alsadig Ibrahim

Male / Nuba
mountains

Omdurman/ 25-92013- 1:00PM

2-Hassan Toto

Male/27years/Nuba Hajuyousif Altkamul/
mountains
25-9-2013- 7:00PM

3-Salih Ayoub Salih

Male/19
years/Nuba
mountains
Male/ 22 years

4-Bashir Mohamed
Ibrahim
5-Ahmed Hamad alneil
Mansor

6-Awooda Ahmed
Mohamed
7-Mazik Said Ahmed

Male/ high school
student

Alkalkla- Khartoum/
25- 9-2013
Omdurman/ 24- 92013

Male/ Madani

Madani/ 23-9-2013

Dead – Bullet on
head – died on
street
Dead – bullet left
side- died in Ban
Jadeid hospital
Dead- bullet on
head- Died in Bahry
Hospital
Dead- bullet on the
head
Dead- the police
refused to give his
family his body until
the next day
Dead

Male/ Madani

Madani/ 23-9-2013

Dead
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8-Hazaa Iz Eldein

Male/19
years/Shmbat

9-Abeir Alhaj Osman

Female/26 years/
Nuba mountains
Male/ 25 years/
Nuba mountains
Male/23 years/
Nuba mountains

10-Sami Hassan
11-Gasim Adam Albasha

Shambat- BahryKhartoum North/259-2013
Omdurman
Althawra/25-9-2013
Hajyousif- Khartoum
North/ 25-9-2013
HajyousifKhartoum/ 25-92013

12-Bahaa Aldein Abo Zeid
Ali
13-Hassan Suliman

Male/ 19 years/
Nuab mountains
Male / 45 years/
Nuba mountains

Hajousif- Khartoum/
25-9-2013
OmbadaOmdurman/ 26-92013

14-Tariq Sadeik

Male/20
years/Nuba
mountains
Female/17 years/
Nuba mountains
Male/
24years/Nuba
mountains
Male/18years/Nuba
mountains

OmbadaOmdurman/26-92013
Taiba AhamdaKhartoum/25-9-2013
Alizba slumsBahry/25-9-2013

15-Nahala Gamal Kowa
16- Osman Sharom

17- Makawi Adia

18-Nagm Eldein Kamal

OmbadaOmdurman/26-92013
Male/13years/Nuba Taiba ahamdamountains
Khartoum

19- Abdulrahman & other
4 girls

Famle/17 years/

KalaklaKhartoum/25-9-2013

Musaab Mustafa

Male

Khartoum/26-9-2013

Dead

Injured – bullet in
the foot
Injured- bullet - Ban
Jadeid hospital
Injured-bullet in the
knee, serious
situation- Banjadeid
hospital
Detained- unknown
place
Dead- police car ran
over him at
8:00AM –died at
12:00PM
Dead-bullet in chestdied at 10:00PM
Dead- bullet in the
leg- died at 11:00PM
Dead – bullets in hed
and 5 in other places
in body
Injured-bullet in
knee- 3:00PM
Injured- bullet in
knee- primary school
student
Dead-police car ran
on her and four
other girls their
names are unknown
Dead-bullet in the
back

Arry organization calls on the Sudanese government to stop the use of maximum force against
protesters and respect the rights of the freedom of assembly and expression. We also call on them to
immediately invisitgate the use of live ammunition against civilians protesting in various Sudanese cities
in the last few days, during the protests in Nayala, Khartoum and Madani. We also call on the
internqatioal community to condemn the government violence against the protesters in Sudan and put
pressure on the Sudanese government to release detainees and lift impunities from all the officials
involved in the violations against protesters.
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For comments on this press release:
Email Osman Naway
Arry director on: nawayosman@gmail.com
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